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With the dearth of effective treatment options for prominent diseases including Ebola and cancer, RNA interference (RNAi), a sequence-specific mechanism for genetic regulation that can silence nearly any gene, holds the promise of unlimited potential in treating illness ever since its discovery in 1999. Given the large size, unstable tertiary structure in physiological conditions and negative charge of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), the development of safe and effective delivery vehicles is of critical importance in order to drive the widespread use of RNAi therapeutics into clinical settings. Immense amounts of time and billions of dollars have been devoted into the design of novel and diverse delivery strategies, and there are a handful of delivery systems that have been successfully translated into clinic. This review provides an introduction to the in vivo barriers that need to be addressed by siRNA delivery systems. We also discuss the progress up to the most effective and clinically advanced siRNA delivery systems including liposomal, polymeric and siRNA conjugate delivery systems, as well as their design to overcome the challenges.

1. Introduction

RNA interference (RNAi) is a tremendous innovation in the universal therapeutic treatment of disease. In this remarkable process which is ubiquitous to eukaryotic cells, a short strand of RNA is able to induce the degradation of a complementary sequence of mRNA. This gives RNAi great potential in its ability to modulate and silence virtually any gene in the transcriptome.[1–4] To this end, much research has been focused on treating diseases from viral infections to cancer in the hopes of delivering specific gene-based cures with minimal side effects.[2,5–7]

The prominence and subsequent significant interest in RNAi as a potential therapeutic dates to 1998 when Andrew Fire and Craig Mello identified in Caenorhabditis elegans the biological process in which double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) is used to silence and/or regulate gene expression.[2,3] The RNAi pathway is initiated by the presence of dsRNA in the cytosol. From there, the Dicer enzyme cleaves the dsRNA into fragments known as short interfering RNA (siRNA), which are 21–23 nucleotides long. In the cytosol, siRNA is incorporated into the RNA induced silencing complex (RISC), which selectively degrades mRNA complementary to the bound antisense strand.[2,9,10] To evade the interferon response from introducing lengthy dsRNA strands and to help simplify this process, siRNA which is synthesized in the laboratory can be directly introduced into host cells.

Several advanced technologies such as shRNA, siRNA and miRNA have been developed and shown to induce RNAi response.[11] This review will focus on siRNA: the challenges it faces in its clinical application, the vast improvements made in siRNA delivery and future directions in its application. Synthetic siRNAs are chemically synthesized short dsRNAs, approximately 20 nucleotides in length with short 3′ overhangs. Their mode of action is identical to the natural siRNA products formed by the enzymatic cleavage of longer dsRNA strands by Dicer.[1] The ability of siRNA to silence genes without integration into host DNA does not modify the genome itself, which removes a significant barrier in its FDA-approval process.[8]

The fantastic potential of siRNA to silence important genes in disease pathways comes with noteworthy challenges and barriers in its delivery. The therapeutic use of siRNA is hindered by the lack of effective in vivo delivery methods to ensure proper integration into the RNAi machinery. Ideally, a therapeutic injected intravenously will travel through the bloodstream, cross the endothelium of the vessel tissue, reach the intended target cells and act in a dose-dependent manner. Additionally, proper siRNA function usually requires endocytic uptake and subsequent escape from the endosome itself in order to function in the RISC machinery of the cytosol.[1,12] However, there are barriers which offset siRNA delivery from this ideal picture. When administered intravenously, naked siRNA is susceptible to degradation by serum endonucleases and causes an innate immune response.[13–15] Furthermore, the negative charge of siRNA hinders the effectiveness of uptake by the similarly charged cellular membrane. Other unfavorable features such as large size and unstable tertiary structure in physiological conditions all prevent efficient internalization into the cell and subsequent RISC formation for gene silencing does not reliably occur.[16] This great potential of interfering RNAs is therefore stymied by factors intrinsic to the therapeutic itself, and calls out for a delivery vector which is both safe and effective.[1,8] The ideal siRNA delivery system must contain the following attributes: (1) maintain structural integrity in the in vivo environment at human physiological pH and temperature and protect
the siRNA from degradation, (2) cross endothelia to reach target tissues (3) be capable of controlled release of siRNA therapeutic over an extended period of time, (4) possess the ability for efficient internalization into the cell via endocytosis and (5) once within the endosome, there must be effective endosomal escape and exposure of the siRNA to the cytosol for RISC apparatus formation and subsequent action. As a result, the association of siRNAs with delivery systems presents a desirable protective approach to facilitate the crossing of natural barriers. Numerous efforts have been made over the past decade to develop safe and effective vector carriers for siRNA delivery. Viral vectors are among the first vehicles that have been investigated for siRNA delivery. However, there are several limitations associated with these vectors, including carcinogenesis and immunogenicity. Recent advances in biomaterial sciences have led to the development of new synthetic lipids and polymers which have the potential to address many of the limitations associated with viral vectors and offer alternative methods for siRNA delivery. These synthetic lipids and polymers, when combined with the latest developments in nanotechnology may provide powerful tools in designing clinically suitable, safe and effective delivery systems for siRNA. Furthermore, the rapid progress in nucleic acid chemistry which seeks to chemically modify the siRNA molecule itself offers exciting opportunities to confer advantages both in stability and delivery.

This review will succinctly summarize the recent progress in biomaterials and nanotechnology currently being used for siRNA therapeutic delivery with an emphasis on clinical and preclinical trials. The promising characteristics of carrier platforms needed to bypass the obstacles of the systemic siRNA delivery will also be highlighted. In addition, perspectives and opportunities in delivering a combination of siRNA and other therapeutics will be discussed. The biomaterials mentioned are designed to assess the challenges in siRNA delivery and are aimed to deliver a combination of siRNA therapeutics in an effective and controlled manner to specific tissues in the body. Further challenges and unresolved issues still remain in this burgeoning field, but there have been major strides in the refinement of a more clinically effective siRNA therapeutic delivery system in recent years. If successful, the introduction of safe, specific siRNA delivery systems will have a powerful impact on how clinicians approach therapeutic treatment for many years to come. We hope to give an inclusive insight toward this next generation of biomaterials and nanotechnology, and facilitate the promotion of effective gene therapeutics into clinical use.

2. Non-Viral Delivery Systems for siRNA

Nucleic acid delivery, a field which includes siRNA delivery, has undergone numerous exploratory ventures in the aims of discovering the most potent vector for successful cell internalization, endosomal escape, and in the case of RNAi delivery, activating the RISC complex for gene silencing. In recent years there has been a gradual shift in focus from viral-based vector delivery to synthetic vectors, such as lipids and polymers, due to perceived complications in the former and advantages in the latter regarding delivery into patients.

2.1. Lipid-Based Delivery Systems

Unilamellar and multilamellar liposomes are formed through self-assembly of a lipid bilayer by amphipathic materials. Liposomes are commonly used as delivery vehicles for a broad spectrum of therapeutics including siRNA. The notable features of a lipid bilayer include two sets of hydrophilic polar head groups each separately pointed towards the outer and inner surfaces of the particle, with the component lipids available to be functionalized and modified. Lipids may self-assemble into spherical or amorphous structures, with lipids and nucleic acids interspersed throughout the bilayer. Cationic lipids have been used for the majority of liposomal gene delivery methods, as the encapsulation of negatively charged siRNA is improved with their use, as well neutral lipids are more frequently being used in conjunction to facilitate stability and transfection efficiency. pKa values of ionizable cationic lipids can be modulated for efficient siRNA encapsulation and in vivo activity. It has been shown that lipids with pKa values under 7 are able to interact with negatively charged nucleic acids in environments where pH is below the pKa of ionizable lipids, due to the protonation of their amino groups. When the environmental pH is above lipid pKa (e.g. in a physiological environment), liposomal
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2.1. Lipid-Based Delivery Systems

Unilamellar and multilamellar liposomes are formed through self-assembly of a lipid bilayer by amphipathic materials. Liposomes are commonly used as delivery vehicles for a broad spectrum of therapeutics including siRNA. The notable features of a lipid bilayer include two sets of hydrophilic polar head groups each separately pointed towards the outer and inner surfaces of the particle, with the component lipids available to be functionalized and modified. Lipids may self-assemble into spherical or amorphous structures, with lipids and nucleic acids interspersed throughout the bilayer. Cationic lipids have been used for the majority of liposomal gene delivery methods, as the encapsulation of negatively charged siRNA is improved with their use, as well neutral lipids are more frequently being used in conjunction to facilitate stability and transfection efficiency. pKa values of ionizable cationic lipids can be modulated for efficient siRNA encapsulation and in vivo activity. It has been shown that lipids with pKa values under 7 are able to interact with negatively charged nucleic acids in environments where pH is below the pKa of ionizable lipids, due to the protonation of their amino groups. When the environmental pH is above lipid pKa (e.g. in a physiological environment), liposomal
surface charge is neutral, which facilitates circulation around the body. Following intracellular internalization, the amino group of the ionizable lipid is positively charged in the acidic endosomal environment. This property aids in siRNA escape from the acidic endosome, as the protonated amino group associates with anionic endosomal lipids, leading to release of siRNA to the cytosol through the destabilization of endosomal integrity.[20,21]

Liposomes have been utilized as efficient delivery vectors for siRNA for almost 30 years since the successful use of lipofection in 1987 to transfer nucleic acids into animal and human cells by Felgner et al.[22,23] This initial foray into the delivery of nucleic acids, which made use of a synthetic cationic lipid \( N_1-(2,3\text{-dioleyloxy})propylJ-N,N,N\text{-trimethylammonium chloride (DOTMA)} \), was a major achievement in the history of liposomal vector development, as it proved possible the efficient transfection of DNA and RNA into human cells.[22] These early liposomes were unilamellar, with the incorporation of DOTMA functioning as a means to form lipid-nucleic acid complexes which facilitate cellular internalization.[22] More recently, a class of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) termed the stable nucleic-acid-lipid particle (SNALP) has been developed, emerging as one of the leading lipid-based siRNA formulations under clinical development (Figure 1). In the SNALP delivery platform, cationic and helper lipid molecules form lipid bilayer surfaces through self-assembly, which facilitates encapsulation and cellular internalization of the nucleic acid payload. SNALPs also contain a polyethylene glycol (PEG) surface modification for evading the mononuclear phagocyte system and enhancing stability.[2,24] In 2005, Morrissey and co-authors published results for the first SNALP formulation encapsulating siRNA which targeted the hepatitis B virus (HBV). This SNALP formulation demonstrated effective delivery of siRNA in a mouse model of replicating HBV, resulting in persistent and dose-dependent HBV inhibition.[24] The next year Zimmerman et al. reported the first study to demonstrate the ability of SNALPs to systemically deliver apolipoprotein B (ApoB) specific siRNAs in non-human primates. ApoB is an essential protein for the assembly and secretion of very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) and low-density lipoprotein (LDL), thus inhibition of ApoB by SNALP-formulated siApoB reduced LDL cholesterol levels in hypercholesterolemia patients.[25] The composition of this SNALP formulation incorporates the PEG lipid PEG-C-DMA, the cationic lipid 1,2-dilinoleloyloxy-N,N-dimethyl-3-aminopropane (DLinDMA), the helper lipid 1,2-distear-oyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), and cholesterol in a 2:40:10:48 molar percent ratio (Figure 1). A single injection of this siRNA-containing SNALP caused dose-dependent ApoB mRNA silencing in the liver of cynomolgus monkeys, 48 hours after administration with maximal silencing of over 90%. This potent silencing was due to ApoB cleavage at precisely the site predicted for the RNAi mechanism and lasted for 11 days at the highest siRNA dose.

There are a number of SNALP formulations currently under clinical investigation (Table 1). Tekmira Pharmaceuticals Corporation has developed a SNALP formulation to systemically deliver ApoB-specific siRNA (PRO-040201), which has completed Phase I human clinical trials assessing safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in hypercholesterolemia patients.[26] The results showed that TKM-ApoB was well tolerated with no evidence of liver toxicity. Significant reduction of ApoB and LDL cholesterol was observed, however the Phase I trial was terminated as one patient at the highest dosage level reported flu-like symptoms, which is consistent with immunostimulation caused by siRNA. Tekmira is currently developing the next generation of SNALP-siApoB which is more potent and aims to avoid immunostimulatory side effects. Alnylam Pharmaceuticals is also evaluating SNALP-formulated
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**Figure 1.** A graphical illustration of a stable nucleic acid–lipid particle (SNALP). Cationic lipids such as DLinDMA (yellow), cholesterol (purple) and helper lipid “DSPC” (red) molecules form lipid bilayer surfaces through self-assembly, facilitating encapsulation and cellular internalization of the nucleic acid payload. The helper lipid usually plays an important role for endosomal escape of the payload. SNALPs also contain a neutral hydrophilic PEG exterior (blue) for evading the mononuclear phagocyte system and enhancing particle stability.
siRNA therapeutics that target proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) for the treatment of hypercholesterolemia. PCSK9 is a key gene involved in the regulation of low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) protein level and function, and the suppression of this gene results in higher LDLR levels in the liver and subsequently lower LDL cholesterol levels in the bloodstream. ALN-PCS02 is the latest SNALP-formulated siPCSK9 by Alnylam which showed persistent and dose-dependent silencing of plasma PCSK9 of up to 84% and LDL reductions of up to 57% compared to baseline and placebo, which lasted weeks after a single intravenous administration. This formulation was well tolerated with no serious adverse effects reported.\[1,28\]

Additional clinical studies utilizing SNALP formulations have been conducted to combat other diseases. Geisbert et al. treated guinea pigs and nonhuman primates with SNALPs containing siRNA targeting the RNA polymerase L protein of the lethal Zaire Ebola virus (ZEOBV). This promising method showed protection of guinea pigs and nonhuman primates against viraemia and death from ZEOBV challenge.\[29\] With the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa ongoing, there may be renewed interest in the treatment of this lethal disease using siRNA loaded SNALPs. Tekmira thereafter commenced Phase I clinical trials evaluating their SNALP-formulated siRNA (TKM-100201) in healthy volunteers. Another clinical trial testing a new version of TKM-Ebola, termed TKM-Ebola-Guinea started with Ebola patients in mid-March 2015, utilizing siRNA targeting a different strain of Ebola. Additionally, TKM-PLK1 (TKM-080301) is being developed as a treatment for patients with advanced solid tumors that are refractory to standard therapy or for whom there is no standard therapy. TKM-PLK1 is a SNALP lipid nanoparticle encapsulating siRNA that targets the critical tumor proliferation protein polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1), whose suppression has been shown to induce apoptosis of tumor cells and inhibit their growth in vitro.\[30\] The effective delivery of siRNA by SNALPS to highly vascularized tumors makes them an ideal candidate for anticancer therapy and shows great promise for success.\[31\] The clinical Phase I/II patient enrollment was completed in January 2015 and trials are currently ongoing. Another SNALP formulated siRNA therapeutic (ALN-VPSP02, Alnylam Pharmaceuticals) is being evaluated for the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma presently in clinical trials. This formulation incorporates two separate siRNAs which simultaneously target vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and kinesin spindle protein (KSP) mRNAs, two genes crucial for the proliferation and survival of cancer cells. The reports, including the results from an extension study of chronic bi-weekly dosing up to 1.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\),\[32\] show that ALN-VPSP02 is well tolerated and generally safe in most of the treated patients. Multiple patients achieved stable disease or better, and tumor biopsies collected from patients displayed an anti-VEGF effect post-treatment.\[32\] Alnylam has also developed ALN-TTR02 which is first- and second-generation SNALP formulations to deliver siRNA for the treatment of transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis. These formulations are composed of a mixture of neutral lipids, a PEG lipid, and an ionizable lipid. Both have similar physicochemical properties but ALN-TTR02 features a DLinDMA analogue which has demonstrated a tenfold higher efficacy in preclinical studies.\[^{33,34}\]\ ALN-TTR02 has moved on to Phase III clinical trials, after Phase II trials presented promising TTR knockdown with varying single doses.\[^{33,35}\]\n
Table 1 summarizes other notable LNP formulations other than SNALPs which are undergoing clinical trials. AtuPLEX is a siRNA-lipoplex formulation developed by Silence Therapeutics which is based on the complexation of cationic and fusogenic lipids with negatively charged siRNA. This LNP formulation of a novel cationic lipid (AtuFECT01), a helper lipid (DPhyPE) and a PEG–lipid (PEG–DSPE) was shown to internalize into mouse vascular endothelium and modulate expression levels of endothelia-specifically expressed genes after intravenous administration.\[^{36,37}\]\ AtuFECT01 has a higher nucleic acid binding capacity compared to standard lipids such as DOTAP, lowering the amount of lipid required for siRNA complexation and subsequently reducing lipid-associated toxicity. DPhyPE facilitates the endosomal release of the siRNAs after endocytotic uptake of the lipoplex, while the PEG layer improves particle stability and blood circulation. Atu207 is an AtuPLEX-based formulation...
with siRNA targeting protein kinase N3 (PKN3) transcript that has reached clinical trials for the treatment of patients with advanced solid cancer.

Atu027 was well tolerated in doses up to 0.336 mg kg−1 and stable disease was achieved in 41% of patients with advanced solid tumors after treatment (n = 34). These encouraging results also led to further clinical trials with siFT1 (soluble variant of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-1) being investigated as a potential biomarker, as this biomarker decreased from pretreatment levels in most patients after multiple doses. Another formulation from the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center incorporates siRNA that targets the oncoprotein Ephrin type-A receptor 2 precursor (EphA2) into the neutral liposome 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC). The combination of siRNA-EphA2-DOPC with paclitaxel significantly reduced tumor growth in a mouse model of ovarian cancer compared with treatment with paclitaxel and nonsilencing RNA.

Human clinical trials started July 2015. Although liposomes have shown great promise for delivering siRNA, there still remain concerns regarding lipid-associated toxicity and off-target siRNA silencing. Cationic lipids may cause toxic effects in vitro and in vivo, including cell shrinking, reduced number of mitoses and vacuolization of the cytoplasm. Cationic lipids have also been reported to induce interferon response in mice. Additionally, gene expression profiling studies have revealed that liposomal siRNA delivery systems can cause wide ranging gene changes in target cells which could potentially affect gene silencing activity and specificity. It appears that liposomes activate the immunostimulatory response in a structure-dependent manner and the lipid-associated toxicity is also structure-specific, as both the head group and the hydrocarbon chain structure were found to have dramatic effects on toxicity levels. Encouragingly, the concerns regarding siRNA-mediated immune stimulation and off-target gene silencing are being addressed with some success through the incorporation of modified nucleotide chemistries into siRNA sequences. A few studies have also been published to decrease the liposomal carrier-induced inflammatory response. As an example, the co-administration of dexamethasone with siRNA-encapsulated liposomal formulation LNP201, comprised of a cationic lipid CLinDMA, cholesterol and the helper lipid PEG-dimyristoylglycerol at a molar ratio of 50:44:6, was able to inhibit carrier-induced inflammatory gene induction, cytokine release and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) phosphorylation in multiple tissues of mice. PEG modification of liposomes confers a level of protection from mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS) clearance, which improves circulation and passive cellular internalization of formulated siRNA, as well as lowering immunogenicity. Notably, PEGylated liposomes encapsulating doxorubicin and amphoterin B have been approved by the FDA, which lends credence to the future clinical use of liposome-based therapies. Other modifications to the liposomal surface aim to increase the specificity of lipid-based vectors by incorporating multivalent targeting moieties, which upon successful action will optimize pharmacokinetics and facilitate homing of formulated siRNA to diseased sites and eliminate off-target adverse effects. For example, an efficient tumor-specific siRNA delivery vehicle has been developed by incorporating an anti-transferrin receptor single chain antibody fragment to a nanoscale liposome-based complex. This antibody fragment was used as a targeting ligand for binding to transferrin receptors, which are typically upregulated on cancer cells and trigger cellular uptake via clathrin-coated pits. A pH-sensitive histidylated oligolsine peptide was incorporated in the complex to facilitate endosomal escape of siRNA. This tumor-targeting liposome complex was able to efficiently and specifically deliver siRNA to both primary and metastatic tumors after systemic administration, silence the target gene HER2, as well as significantly inhibit tumor growth in a mouse model of pancreatic cancer. Other ligands including antibodies, engineered antibody fragments, proteins, peptides, small molecules, and aptamers can be utilized to decorate lipid-based carriers to enhance targeting through ligand-receptor interactions, thus increasing the possibility of translating the potent effects of siRNA delivery systems into clinically useful therapeutics.

Recently, high-throughput combinatorial approaches have been reported in the development of novel lipid-like materials (termed lipidoids) to identify the most potent and safe lipid compounds for siRNA delivery applications. Akinc et al. created a structurally diverse library of amino-alkyl-acrylate and -acrylamide lipidoids through Michael addition chemistry. These lipidoid selection processes solve problems in the conventional case-specific, time-consuming multi-step synthesis of lipids which limited the speed of development in previous generations of liposomes. The formulations of the leading candidate compound 98N12-5 screened from this study (Figure 2a), which consists of five 12-carbon alkyl-acrylamide chains attached to an amine core, were able to mediate potent
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and persistent silencing in a variety of cellular targets and animal species including mice, rats, and cynomolgus monkeys. In a cross-species study reported by Frank-Kamenetsky et al., 98N12-5 was utilized to deliver siRNA against PCSK9, resulting in a decrease of PCSK9 mRNA levels by 50–70% in mice and rats as well as a reduction of over 70% in human PCSK9 transcript levels in transgenic mice.[47] In nonhuman primates, hepatic PCSK9 silencing persisted for up to 3 weeks after a single intravenous administration without measurable effects on either HDL cholesterol (HDLc) or triglycerides (TGs). This promising lipidoid-formulated anti-PCSK9 may represent a potential approach for the treatment of hypercholesterolemia. Another lipidoid library was created via ring-opening of alkyl epoxides with a selection of amines, yielding amino alcohols consisting of polar amine-containing head groups and non-polar hydrocarbon tails.[53] Through high-throughput combinatorial synthesis and screening, a leading compound C12-200 (chemical structure shown in Figure 2b) has been identified, which enables simultaneous silencing of five hepatic genes in mice at low doses of 0.2 mg kg \(^{-1}\) per siRNA after a single administration. In nonhuman primates, high levels of knockdown of the clinically relevant gene transthyretin were observed at doses as low as 0.03 mg kg \(^{-1}\). With an optimized SNALP-formulation of C12-200, Leuschner et al. reported efficient delivery of siRNA that targets the chemokine receptor CCR2 in mouse inflammatory monocytes.[54] This treatment led to efficient CCR2 silencing and subsequently demonstrated promising therapeutic results in multiple disease models including cardiovascular disease, cancer and pancreatic islet transplantation. More recently, Novobrantseva and colleagues reported the first demonstration of siRNA-mediated silencing in myeloid cell types of nonhuman primates using C12-200 LNPs encapsulating siRNA targeting tumor necrosis factor \(\alpha\) (TNF\(\alpha\)).[55] Notably, Dong and colleagues reported another class of novel lipid-like materials by reacting either alkyl aldehydes, alkyl acrylates or alkyl epoxides with a selection of singular amino acids, lysine-based dipeptides and polypeptides.[56] This process yielded a library of compounds, termed lipopeptides, which were shown to be potent and selective siRNA delivery systems for gene silencing in hepatocytes. An iterative screening approach led to the discovery of a lead material cKK-E12, which showed efficacious silencing in mice and rats in an Apolipoprotein E (apoE) -dependent manner (Figure 2c). In nonhuman primates, more than 95% silencing of TTR mRNA levels were achieved at a very low dose of 0.3 mg kg \(^{-1}\). Additionally, cKK-E12 demonstrated potent selectivity toward liver parenchymal cells in vivo, with orders of magnitude lower doses required for silencing hepatocytes compared to cells in different organs.

Overall, lipid-based delivery systems show great promise and should be considered as one of the forerunners in the continuing search for siRNA vectors with optimally efficient transfection, safety and pharmacokinetics. The history of these lipid-based systems is long and varied, with many diverse evolutions in their development; it is encouragingly clear that each new iteration of liposomal systems, from lipofection to SNALPs to lipidoid and lipidoid-modular structures bring with them renewed vigor in their use and show improved characteristics. As understanding of the structure-function relationship grows, versatile lipid-based siRNA delivery systems with multifunctional properties such as protection, targeting, membrane fusion, triggered siRNA release and low toxicity will be designed to overcome the existing barriers for siRNA delivery and improve therapeutic outcomes.

2.2. Polymer-Based Delivery Systems

Polymers have emerged as an alternative class of extensively investigated carriers for siRNA delivery. Many polymers have been thoroughly investigated as non-viral siRNA and plasmid vectors because of their well-characterized and diverse chemistries and physical characteristics, and structure flexibilities, which allows for easy modification to fine-tune their physicochemical properties.[57] It is well-known that cationic polymers are capable of binding and condensing large nucleic acids by electrostatic interactions between positively charged regions of polymers and negatively charged phosphate groups of nucleic acids, resulting in the formation of polymer-nucleic acid polyplexes.[58] These resulting polyplexes are capable of protecting siRNA against enzymatic degradation, significantly prolonging the half-life of siRNA.[57] In these polymers, the molecular weight, charge density, side chain structure, hydrophobicity as well as polymer-RNA ratio are able to be adjusted to optimize the delivery of nucleic acid to mammalian cells. Various chemical groups may also be attached to the polymeric carriers, changing their parameters as well as conferring new properties to them.[58] Such cationic polymeric carriers have also been shown to undergo nonspecific endocytosis and exhibit endosomal activity.[59] It has been proposed that polymers comprising cationic amine groups have a strong buffering capacity when entrapped within the acidic endosomal environment. This property may lead to an accumulation of ions within the endosome, resulting in an osmotic swelling that causes endosomal membrane rupture and release of its entrapped contents.[57]

An example of a cationic polymeric carrier is polyethyleneimine (PEI), which is commonly used to deliver a wide range of nucleotide-based therapies, including DNA, siRNA and oligonucleotides.[60,61] In terms of their transfection activities, high-molecular weight PEIs deliver siRNAs more efficiently than low-molecular weight PEIs, as their high charge density creates a strong bond between PEI and siRNA which protects the payload against enzymatic degradation more efficiently.[60] The degree of branching in the polymer structure also impacts the efficiency and toxicity of PEI.[62] A branched PEI has shown enhanced efficacy of nucleic acid delivery compared to linear types.[63] In parallel, highly branched polymers such as polyamidoamine dendrimers (PAMAM), polypropylenimines (PPI), poly(-lysine) (PLL), and carbon-silane, have been developed for siRNA delivery.[64] However, there has been significant concern regarding the toxicity of PEI and other cationic polymers, which have been presumed to increase the permeability of the cell membrane by forming transient nanoscale pores that lead to cytotoxicity.[60,65] Although cationic polymers enhance siRNA encapsulation, their positive charge can form aggregates with complex protein mixtures upon systemic administration. Upon contact with biological fluids (e.g., blood, interstitial fluid or mucosal secretions), the proteins that adhere to their surface will greatly affect their circulation and biodistribution.[66–68]
Complement and immunoglobulin binding promotes particle opsonization, leading to recognition by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) and rapid clearance from the bloodstream.\[66\] PEG coating can shield the high charge density of the polyplexes, reducing toxicity and non-specific absorption; however, this coating limits the cellular internalization as well as endosomal escape.\[69\] Kim et al. reported a mannosylated PEI-PEG conjugate in which one end of the PEG chain is conjugated to mannose with the other end of the chain conjugated to the PEI backbone.\[70\] The yielded polymer showed reduced aggregation of siRNA-PEI complexes in serum containing medium and efficient cellular internalization as well as gene suppression which was likely due to ligand-receptor interactions. Additional new strategies are currently being explored to bring about polymeric carriers which present low cytotoxicity and high transfection efficiency.

For example, Guo et al. conjugated PEG to amphiphilic poly-L-lysine-cholic acid (PLL-CA) via a pH-sensitive benzoic imine linker (Figure 3), which is stable at physiological pH but cleavable at lower pHs.\[71\] The polyplexes of PEG-PLL-CA-siRNA showed a slight cationic surface charge due to the masking effect of PEG, and significantly higher positive charge upon hydrolysis of the PEG linker at acidic pH. In this way, amphiphilic carriers gain stealth capability in circulation, where the PEG shields the charge at physiological pH. When PEG deshields under acidic pH, toxic positive charges of PLL directly contact the acidic endosomal environment resulting in endosomal membrane disruption and siRNA release into the cytosol. Therefore, the selective hydrolysis of the PEG linker at endosomes/liposomes provide improved endosomal escape while simultaneously ensuring prolonged blood circulation. In addition, intravenous administration of these PEGylated polyplexes mediated significant tumor suppression and a simultaneous reduction in target mRNA levels in a mouse prostate carcinoma model with low toxicity and immunogenicity.

Another example is polymerizable surfactants with pH-sensitive amphiphilic hemolytic activity, which facilitates endosomal membrane disruption at low pHs.\[72\] As further supporting evidence, nanoparticles containing (1-aminoethyl)iminobis[N-(oleiclysteinylhistinyl-1-aminoethyl)propionamide] (EHCO) demonstrated endosomal release of siRNA to the cytoplasm.\[73\] Felber et al. also reported a pH-sensitive polymer poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(propyl methacrylate-co-methacrylic acid) (PEG-b-P(PrMA-co-MAA) which can be complexed with PAMAM dendrimers and nucleic acids to form nanosized core-shell type polyion complex micelles (PICMs).\[74\] Upon cellular uptake, the acidic pH in the endosomal compartment promotes protonation of carboxylate groups of the MAA, resulting in the disassembly of PICM. The protonated endosomolytic MAA copolymer and the unshielded PAMAM-nucleic acid core may then aid in endosomal escape through interaction with the endosomal membrane and/or the proton sponge effect (Figure 4).

Another strategy that has been developed to promote endosomal escape involves the incorporation of molecules
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Figure 3. This diagram shows the chemical structure of PEGylated PLL-cholic acid. PLLs are modified on one side with hydrophobic cholic acid, with successive PEG modification using benzoic imine, an acid sensitive linker. PEGylated PLL-cholic acid may form cationic micelles which are comprised of a hydrophobic core (allowing for encapsulation of water insoluble molecules), and a hydrophilic surface (allowing for electrostatic nucleic acid complexation).

Figure 4. This figure shows a schematic of the mechanism of PICM entry through receptor-mediated endocytosis and the PICM disassembly within acidic endosomal compartment. Reproduced with permission.\[74\] Copyright 2011, Elsevier.
including polymers, lipids or peptides that can fuse with endosomal membranes and disrupt the bilayer organization into polymeric delivery systems, resulting in pore formation and membrane disruption.\cite{8,75} As an example, cationic lipid N, N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-N-methyl-N-(2-cholesteryloxycarbonyl aminoethyl) ammonium bromide (BHEM-Chol), has been reported to induce membrane perturbation, facilitating endosomal escape upon its incorporation into the poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(d,l-lactide) (PEG-PLA) nanoparticles, which in turn led to remarkable and specific gene knockdown efficiency in cancer cells.\cite{76,77} Miyata et al. reported poly(aspartamide) derivatives (PAsp(DET)) which displayed minimal membrane destabilization at physiological pH and significantly improved destabilization properties at the acidic endosomal environment through the conformational change of the 1,2-diaminoethane pH sensitive side chains, resulting in excellent in vitro and in vivo transfection activity with minimal cytotoxicity.\cite{78}

Cyclodextrin polymers (CDP) have been developed as the first targeted siRNA delivery system to enter clinical trials for cancer.\cite{79} A CDP system was first reported to deliver plasmid DNA in 1999, and years later this work transitioned into the field of siRNA delivery.\cite{80–82} As shown in Figure 5, the CDP delivery system consists of four components: (i) a water-soluble, linear CDP, (ii) an adamantane (AD)–PEG conjugate (AD–PEG), (iii) the targeting component that has human transferrin (Tf) conjugated to AD–PEG (TF–PEG–AD), and (iv) siRNA. The key component CDP is synthesized through polymerization of diamine-bearing cyclodextrin and dimethyl suberimidate, yielding oligomers ($n \approx 5$) with positively charged amidine groups which subsequently interact with nucleic acids to form particles. The CDP polymers are end-capped with imidazole functional groups, which have been shown to facilitate endosomal escape and improve the delivery efficacy of both plasmid DNA and siRNA.\cite{83,84} PEG and Tf are attached to the surface of CDP-siRNA nanoparticles via noncovalent interactions between hydrophobic AD and the cyclic core of cyclodextrin. These modifications have been shown to stabilize the CDP-siRNA nanoparticles in serum, improve blood circulation, and enhance cellular uptake through multivalent binding to upregulated Tf receptors on cancer cells.\cite{85–87} The first pre-clinical study used the resulting CDP nanoparticles to deliver siRNA specific for the EWS–FLI1 fusion gene. In a mouse model of Ewing's

---

**Figure 5.** Schematic of a CDP delivery system containing siRNA. It contains a linear cyclodextrin-containing cationic polymer (CDP), an adamantane (AD)–PEG conjugate (AD–PEG), human transferrin (Tf) targeting moiety conjugated to AD–PEG (TF–PEG–AD), and siRNA. Reproduced with permission.\cite{28} Copyright 2011, Elsevier.
sarcoma, this targeted formulation was reported to inhibit target gene expression and tumor growth without any evidence of immune stimulation or toxicity. Bartlett et al. then demonstrated the efficacy of the targeted CDP-siRNA nanoparticles in knocking down luciferase and ribonucleotide reductase genes in mice. In a pilot safety study, targeted CDP-siRNA nanoparticles were used to intravenously deliver escalating doses of an siRNA targeting the M2 subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (RRM2) in cynomolgus monkeys. The results showed that the nanoparticles were well tolerated up to 27 mg kg⁻¹ of siRNA, and that multiple systemic doses of targeted nanoparticles containing nonchemically modified siRNA can safely be administered to non-human primates. Finally, Davis et al. reported the first human trial using this CDP-siRNA formulation (CALAA-01). Tumor biopsies from melanoma patients obtained after treatment showed the presence of intracellularly localized nanoparticles in amounts that correlated with dose levels of the nanoparticles administered. Furthermore, a reduction was found in both the target messenger RNA and the protein levels, and the presence of the specific mRNA cleavage product provides evidence of an RNAi mechanism of action.

Polymeric carriers have also been employed to simultaneously deliver a combination of chemotherapeutics and siRNA (two payloads with different physicochemical properties), emerging as a promising synergistic strategy for cancer treatment. Recently, Xu et al. developed a polymeric nanoparticle platform composed of an aqueous inner core, a cationic and hydrophobic PLGA layer, and a hydrophilic PEG corona to circumvent chemoresistance in tumors by co-delivering a cisplatin produrg and REV1/REV3L-specific siRNAs to the same tumor cells. This nanoparticle platform is able to simultaneously deliver DNA-damaging chemotherapeutic as well as suppress gene targets crucial to translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) pathways in tumors. Most mutations that result from cisplatin-induced DNA damage are the consequence of error-prone TLS, which could be responsible for the acquired resistance against DNA damaging agents by improving the capacity of tumor cells to either repair or tolerate DNA damage. The versatile polymeric nanoparticles were shown to synergistically suppress the target genes involved in TLS, resulting in tumor cell sensitization to chemotherapy and tumor inhibition in a mouse model in a more effective manner than cisplatin monotherapy. Another example delivery system that holds great potential for codelivery of siRNA and therapeutics is PLGA microparticles with surface-conjugated cationic PAMAM dendrimers which were able to mediate both efficient gene delivery by binding siRNA to the surface and sustained intracellular release of encapsulated 17- β Estradiol. Although the particle-mediated codelivery approach is still far from clinical evaluation, it presents a robust platform that not only screens and validates target pathways involved in drug resistance, but also achieves an efficacy that may not be possible with dual-drug or RNAi combinations alone.

### 2.3. siRNA Conjugate Delivery Systems

Liposomal and polymer-based delivery systems have been advanced the most for siRNA delivery, and have a vast supporting body of literature due to their extensive previous development for the delivery of plasmid DNA, DNAzymes and antisense oligonucleotides. Recently, siRNA conjugates have shown promise as delivery platforms, leading to the development of well-defined, single-component systems that optimize the usage of minimal amounts of delivery material. Rozema et al. have developed a polymer-siRNA conjugate delivery system termed Dynamic PolyConjugates (DPCs) for targeted delivery of siRNAs to hepatocytes. This system is comprised of a membrane-disrupting polymer poly(2-buty1 amino vinyl ether) (PBAVE) averaging 30 amino groups per polymer, and shielding PEG moieties and hepatic targeting ligand N-cetylglucosamine (GalNAc) that are covalently attached to the PBAVE backbone via a pH-sensitive carboxylated dimethyl maleic acid (CDM) chemistry (Figure 6a). In the acidic environment of the endosome, PEG and GalNAc moieties are released, exposing the membrane-disrupting polymer to promote endosomal release. The chemically modified siRNA is linked to the PBAVE backbone via a disulphide linkage in which it is reduced in the cytosol to release the siRNA. DPCs have been demonstrated to effectively knock down two mouse liver genes, namely apolipoprotein B (apoB) and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (ppara), in a dose-dependent manner. The results showed that the siRNA DPC was nontoxic and well tolerated. In this novel modular platform, DPCs incorporate several key features, including hepatocyte specific targeting and reversibility of the PEG protection and polymer endosomolytic activity, which all contribute to the success of this study. To improve upon this DPC design, the use of different targeting ligands and the more stable attachment of the PEG shielding agent have been incorporated into the original platform by Arrowhead Research Corporation, yielding new generations of DPCs with longer circulation time and targeting of organs other than the liver.

Another siRNA conjugate delivery platform in development by Alnylam Pharmaceuticals contains chemically modified siRNA that is conjugated to a multivalent targeting ligand. In this system the chemically stabilized siRNA is attached at the 3’ terminus of the sense strand to three GalNAc molecules through a triantennary spacer molecule (Figure 6b). Based upon this delivery platform, the development of several drug candidates including ALN–TTRsc, ALN–PCS, ALN–AS1 and ALN–AT3 are being investigated for the treatment of transthyretin amyloidosis, hypercholesterolemia, hepatic porphyrias and haemophilia, respectively. The multivalency of the GalNAc ligand is designed for high affinity binding to its receptor on hepatocytes. Variations of this triantennary structure and the spacing of the sugar moieties have also been studied to optimize the binding affinity and hepatocyte uptake. ALN–TTRsc is designed to treat TTR-mediated amyloidosis through the silencing of disease-causing protein transthyretin (TTR), and is the most clinically advanced siRNA-GalNAc conjugates developed by Alnylam, with an ongoing Phase III trial underway. The Phase I clinical trial of ALN–TTRsc showed potent, rapid, dose-dependent, consistent, and durable knockdown of serum TTR, with multiple doses of 10 mg kg⁻¹ (body weight) ALN-TTRsc achieving up to 94% TTR knockdown and single doses achieving up to 59.6% TTR knockdown. This drug is generally safe and well-tolerated and confirms human translation of siRNA-GalNAc platforms. Alnylam
Figure 6. a) Schematic illustration of siRNA released from DPC conjugates following cellular uptake. During systemic circulation, the PBAVE polymer is shielded by PEG. After being internalized, DPC conjugates disassemble, shedding the PEG chains in response to the low pH environment of the endosome. This exposes the membrane-disrupting PBAVE, which results in endosomal release of the siRNA conjugate into the cytosol where a reduction of the disulphide bond linking the siRNA to the polymer occurs, freeing it to begin the RNAi process. GalNAc is a hepatocyte targeting ligand which facilitates uptake. b) Chemical structure of a GalNAc-siRNA conjugate.
then announced positive initial Phase II data with ALN-TTRsc (revusiran) for the treatment of TTR cardiac amyloidosis, with clinical activity demonstrating up to a 98.2% knockdown of serum TTR. The other aforementioned drug candidates (ALN-PCS, ALN-AT3 and ALN-AS1) utilize the same siRNA-GalNAc conjugate platform, but deliver different siRNA sequences that target their specific hepatocellular proteins including PCSK9 antithrombin and aminolevulinate synthase 1. These drugs are under investigation to deliver siRNA and have shown promising therapeutic potential for the treatment of their respective diseases. [98,101]

2.4. Inorganic Nanoparticle-Based Delivery Systems

Inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) are another important class of nanoparticle-based delivery vector, and in the past decade these NPs have been widely investigated as potential candidate siRNA delivery carriers. Compared to lipid and polymer based NPs, these inorganic NPs feature smaller dimensions and narrower size distributions, which facilitates preferential localization of NPs to disease areas and areas of interest through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. [102] Tumors possess an abnormally dense and permeable vasculature and the tight junctions and basement membrane of tumor vasculature are poorly ordered, which allows matter 10–500 nm in size to accrue within the tumor interstitium. [103,104] Additionally, the lymphatic drainage system in tumors is impaired, which delays the clearance of the NPs. [105] To improve the accumulation of therapeutic NPs within disease sites, recent studies have reported the added benefit for the inclusion of targeting molecules to NP-based delivery systems. [106,107] Polyvalent decoration of NPs with a surface ligand provides many opportunities, including improved spatial localization, controlled homing of nanoparticles to active diseased sites, and elimination of off-target adverse effects. [68] In section 2.4.1, the inorganic nanomaterials composed of gold, iron oxide, mesoporous silica, calcium phosphate (CaP) and carbon-based NPs will be highlighted and the utilization of passive and active targeting toward their clinical translation will be discussed.

In general, the incorporation of siRNA delivery functionalities into inorganic NPs with distinct properties facilitates the development of multifunctional nanoprotocols that display numerous beneficial effects simultaneously, including molecular imaging capability, high siRNA loading, gene silencing, biocompatibility and efficient payload release, and may provides solutions for the challenges currently faced in siRNA delivery. [108]

2.4.1. Gold Nanoparticles

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are one of the most stable inorganic nanoparticles and they display wide-ranging electromagnetic as well as optical properties that have evoked attention to their biomedical applications in biosensing and cancer therapy. [108,109]

Gold nanoparticles are relatively simple to synthesize, bio-compatible, non-immunogenic, and the conjugation/adsorption of drugs or biomacromolecules to the nanoparticle surface is an uncomplicated procedure. [110] AuNP synthesis proceeds in a controllable fashion where aspects such as size, structure and surface ligand composition can be altered, therefore the systematic analysis of each aspect may be evaluated for delineation of their individual effects on the particle’s pharmacokinetics. [111] For example, 5 kDa PEGylated gold nanorods (13 × 47 nm) have been reported with a half-life of up to 17 hours in nude mice. [112] Additional advantages such as scalable formulation, low size dispersity and multifunctional monolayers have driven research towards more efficient approaches for siRNA delivery. [113] Currently, anchoring of siRNA to the surface of the particle can be divided into two categories, covalent conjugation and noncovalent immobilization, each having their specific advantages. [113] Covalent AuNP conjugation is the attachment of compounds to the surface of AuNPs mainly through the metal-ligand interaction between gold and sulfur (from thiolated oligonucleotides). Covalent conjugation of siRNA to AuNPs is a useful tool for their delivery, however the method requires modification of the nucleic acid and thus careful consideration must be taken to ensure the proper effects of the siRNA remain after modification as well as proper release from the AuNP. Noncovalent nucleic acid immobilization utilizes unmodified siRNA for gene therapy. Nucleic acids are negatively charged, which facilitates the siRNA immobilization on the cationic nanoparticle surface through electrostatic interaction. Important aspects in effective formulation include AuNP-to-siRNA ratio, surface charge coverage, and hydrophobicity. [113]

One specific siRNA-AuNP conjugate particle is the spherical nucleic acid (SNA) nanoparticle, developed by the Mirkin Lab (Figure 7). [114] SNAs are comprised of closely packed siRNA...
duplexes covalently functionalized to an AuNP core which combine the silencing capability of siRNAs with stability and biocompatibility of AuNPs. There is present an ion cloud associated with the high-density oligonucleotide shell surrounding the particle, and steric inhibition at the particle surface. This unique micro-environment is able to protect nucleic acids from enzymatic degradation, resulting in increased stability of siRNAs and longer therapeutic lifetime.[114,115] SNAs targeting Bcl2L12 have been used to silence oncoproteins of glioblastoma multiforme in vitro. Notably, the SNAs were able to infiltrate the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and blood-tumor barrier to reduce tumor progression in a xenograft mouse model without causing any adverse effects. This development may prove effective for future treatment of diseases which require the traversing of the BBB, for which current chemotherapeutics generally have been inefficient in crossing.[116] SNAs may also be functionalized with magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents for the imaging and tracking of the agent in vivo. Gene silencing utilizing SNAs signifies a possible novel method for systemic RNAi therapy, with previously “undruggable” oncoproteins as potential targets, as well as incorporating multiple siRNAs to target multiple gene targets.[114] However, there is still room for improvement in this novel approach, since the circulation time for these SNAs was short; in the first 5 minutes over 90% of the particle conjugates distributed to tissues, and the elimination half-life was only 8.5 hours.[114] For example, incorporating PEG or CD47 (a “self-marker” on cell membranes which was recently shown to increase circulation half-life in vivo[117]) onto the NP may be beneficial and potentially lead to development of SNAs with longer circulation times.

Additionally, Zheng and colleagues show that SNA-AuNPs completely penetrate keratinocytes in mouse and human epidermis within hours after application, offering an innovative method to circumvent the epidermal barrier, which has typically hindered the usage of gene-suppressing agents on the skin.[118] This is significant because AuNPs have now been shown to provide a simple siRNA transdermal delivery method without the use of disruption or transfection agents such as liposomes, peptides, or viruses, and thus avoid complications associated with these techniques. In mice, topical delivery of 1.5 μm epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) siRNA (50 nm SNA-NCs) for 3 weeks can silence EGFR mRNA up to 65% (almost completely knocking down EGFR protein expression), suppress downstream ERK phosphorylation up to 74%, and reduce epidermal thickness by almost 40%.[118] There was no histological evidence of toxicity or cytokine activation in mice. Furthermore, after 3 weeks-post skin treatment, the internal organs of mice show near complete clearance of SNAs. This gold nanoparticle-based topical gene therapy approach may be beneficial in treating cutaneous tumors, skin inflammation, and dominant negative genetic skin disorders in a noninvasive manner.

Besides direct conjugation, the noncovalent immobilization of siRNA is an alternative delivery approach. For example, Wang et al. reported a biocompatible PEI-capped AuNP that mediates effective delivery into cells, resulting in gene silencing.[110,118] Here, PEI acts as both the reductant and stabilizer, which binds siRNA through electrostatic interactions and maintains consistent nanoparticle structure, size and function. Results showed that PEI-capped AuNPs/siRNA reduced the expression of polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) oncogene expression in tumor cells without increasing cytotoxicity levels as measured by MTT assay. Since AuNPs have already been utilized as tools for imaging, the data indicates their potential for therapeutic use as a theranostic system which utilizes both the imaging and therapeutic functionality of AuNPs complexed with siRNA.[110] Some additional methods based on gold nanocarriers have also been developed, aiming at controlled gene delivery to cells to improve the gene transfection efficiency and specificity.[119] Examples include using photothermal effect of gold nanostructures to elicit release of siRNA, remote temporal-spatial shape transformation of nanogold, and NIR laser-controlled drug release.[119–123]

2.4.2. Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles

Mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN) delivery systems present controllable porosity, which enables a large surface area available for modification and drug encapsulation, making them ideal candidates for carrying siRNA to target disease sites.[108] Notable properties of silica such as biocompatibility, efficient in vivo elimination and Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS) status by the FDA make it an attractive biomaterial, which if successful in clinical trials will face fewer hurdles in commercialization.[124,125] The mesoporous quality significantly increases surface area of the particles, and the structure of the mesopores can be controlled and modified with cationic molecules and other multifunctional moieties such as fluorescent molecules, active targeting ligands, therapeutic small molecule drugs or miRNA, which confers imaging, targeting and therapeutic functionality.[123,126] As a result, increased quantitative delivery over conventional NPs is possible and possibilities are being explored for combined imaging, diagnosis, and therapeutic functions. Zink, et al. used such a combinatorial approach to address cancer drug resistance by the endosomal delivery of chemotherapeutic agents and siRNA that targets the P-glycoprotein (Pgp) drug exporter. The MSNP surface was modified with PEI-PEG copolymer, facilitating electrostatic attachment of siRNA. Phosphonate-coated particle pores allow for electrostatic doxorubicin (Dox) attachment and subsequent release in an acidifying endosomal environment. Dox codelivered with anti-Pgp siRNA by mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNPs) were shown to overcome Dox resistance in a multidrug resistant (MDR) human breast cancer xenograft mouse model. Compared to free Dox or the carrier loaded with either drug or siRNA alone, the dual delivery system resulted in synergistic inhibition of tumor growth in vivo and provides proof-of-principle testing of the use of a dual drug/siRNA MSNP to overcome Dox resistance in a xenograft mouse model.[127]

2.4.3. Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

Iron oxide nanoparticles are another class of inorganic nanoparticles, which have been approved or under clinical investigation for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) due to their superparamagnetic properties and biocompatibility. Magnetic NPs are capable of remotely-controlled transfection through
the application of an external magnetic field. This magnetic-based transfection is termed magnetofection, and has been recently reported to improve gene transfection efficiency. More recently, the incorporation of siRNA into iron oxide nanoparticle-based multifunctional theranostic platforms has enabled simultaneous molecular imaging and siRNA delivery.

2.4.4. CaP Nanoparticles

CaP nanoparticles are another type of nanomaterial which has been developed for siRNA delivery and has shown successful transfection of a wide variety of mammalian cells with little toxicity. CaP rapidly dissolves in the acidic pH of the endosomes, causing osmotic swelling that enables cytoplasmic release of encapsulated siRNA. This unique capability has been employed to develop CaP nanoparticles with improved transfection efficiency. 

Huang et al. demonstrated increased Ca$^{2+}$ concentration upon the cellular internalization of a lipid-coated CaP nanoparticle which releases more cargo to the cytoplasm than previously developed lipid-polycation-nucleic acid formulations. Furthermore, incorporation of a PEG-phospholipid conjugate with a targeting ligand anisamide to the lipid-coated CaP nanoparticle resulted in a significant (~40-fold in vitro and ~fourfold in vivo) improvement in siRNA delivery compared to previous formulations.

2.4.5. Carbon-Based siRNA Nanodelivery Systems

In the past decade, carbon-based materials have been emerging with potential applications in bioimaging, energy storage/conversion devices, sensors and drug delivery carriers. Their excellent physicochemical, optical, and electrical/thermal properties may prove great attributes for biomaterial applications and they present significantly increased surface area which makes functionalization easier as well as expanding payload carrying capacity. In particular, carbon-based nano-sized delivery systems such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene nanosheets and nanodiamonds are showing promising ability for siRNA delivery applications. 

CNTs generally have a diameter of 1–2 nm, with length varying from 50 nm to 1 cm. CNTs have been reported to be viable platforms for delivering biologically active siRNA into cells both in vitro and in vivo. Modified CNTs prepared through a functionalization method have been shown to protect siRNA and facilitate its cellular uptake. For example, non-covalent functionalization of CNTs with a lipopolymer (DSPE-PEG) and PEI have been shown to effectively deliver siRNA to target cells. Liver GAPDH siRNA uptake and gene silencing following intravenous injection was observed in a mouse model by Siu et al. Alternatively, Wang and colleagues have chemically functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with PEI. Subsequent binding of DSPE-PEG2000-Maleimide to the SWNTs facilitated conjugation with a tumor targeting peptide NGR (Cys-Asn-Gly-Arg-Cys-). Telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) siRNA was loaded onto the targeted SWNT and the combination with photothermal therapy showed high antitumor activity without observed toxicity in a tumor-bearing mouse model. Another carbon-based material, graphene, exists as stable, functionalizable, biocompatible two-dimensional nanosized sheets. Noncovalent adsorption for immobilizing drugs and nucleic acids is possible through π–π stacking, electrostatic, hydrophobic and other molecular interactions, which present it as a suitable candidate for siRNA transfection. Additionally, SWNTs and graphene oxide with strong optical absorption in the broad-visible and near IR offer unique advantages for photothermal siRNA therapy.

Carbon-derived nanodiamonds (NDs) have been extensively explored in biomedicine and shown to be a promising platform for imaging, drug and gene delivery. NDs, 2–8 nm diameter carbon carriers of truncated octahedral composition, possess several unique features including biocompatibility, functionalization versatility and unique surface electrostatics. Recent in vivo studies have also alluded to the clinical potential of utilizing ND to deliver chemotherapeutic agents. Fluorophore conjugation and introduction of nitrogen defects have also provided a means of tracking NDs within biological samples. Ho and co-workers reported an approach for siRNA delivery using ND-PEI (8000Da) siRNA complexes. ND-PEI siRNA complexes showed high cell internalization and GFP knockdown, and more importantly, close to zero cytotoxicity. The facile one-step production of ND-PEI makes for efficient scale-up and is an attractive quality for NDs as siRNA nanodelivery platforms. Although great progress has been made to advance inorganic siRNA nanocarriers and numerous in vivo studies have shown their great potential for siRNA therapy, their development is still at an early stage, with no siRNA-delivering inorganic or carbon-based delivery systems currently on clinical trial. There are still numerous issues with inorganic nanoparticles which need to be addressed. For example, a significant issue with carbon-based nanodelivery systems is their non-biodegradability in vivo, which highlights a need for more studies evaluating their efficacy. Another persistent problem with nanoparticles in general is suboptimal biodistribution, with particles being trapped mainly in the liver and spleen due to reticuloendothelial function, which may be ameliorated by “stealth” coating as well as active targeting. As time goes on, additional clinical and in vivo work by these nanodelivery systems will strengthen the credibility of their application. The continued investigation and refinement of their drug delivery properties as well as the mitigation of challenging factors such as toxicity and bioavailability will allow for accelerated developments in siRNA-mediated gene therapy via inorganic and carbon-based NPs towards the clinic.

3. Conclusion

In addition to lipid-, polymer-, siRNA conjugate- and inorganic systems there are other nano-and microsystems such as microhydrogels, microneedles, self-assembled siRNA oligonucleotide nanoparticles and microsponges which exemplify the myriad directions siRNA delivery is currently developing. Furthermore, controlled mixing processes such as microfluidic methods have been developed to achieve consistent quality and reproducibility of siRNA formulations with high yield and uniform size. Advances in materials
science, nano- and micro-technology play an important role in the development of a great multitude of siRNA delivery systems with diverse size, shape, chemical properties, structures and functionalities in the past decade. The most clinically advanced delivery systems are nanoparticles formed by judicious assembly of lipids, polymers or lipidoids such as SNALP and CDP delivery systems. All these delivery systems contain a mixture of multiple molecular components, with each component specifically designed to overcome major delivery barriers including efficient siRNA binding/protection, endosomal escape, nanoparticle stability in circulation, or cell-specific targeting for improved bioavailability.

Significant progress has been made to drive RNAi-based medicine into clinical applications since the first demonstration of gene knockdown in mammalian cells. However, the delivery of therapeutic siRNA to induce the potent and specific silencing of genetic targets in target cells remains one of the greatest challenges in RNAi therapy.

Despite the promising advancement of siRNA therapeutics through the different stages of clinical development, there are persistent delivery challenges which need to be addressed. For example, most of the clinically translated systems deliver siRNA to the liver and tumors, where the fenestrated or discontinuous endothelium facilitates the passage and retention of macromolecular objects. Other tissues which do not display these characteristics are less accessible, and different tissues each pose particular challenges for delivery systems to overcome. Furthermore, considerable concern and attention must be given for improved bioavailability.

Significant progress has been made to drive RNAi-based medicine into clinical applications since the first demonstration of gene knockdown in mammalian cells. However, the delivery of therapeutic siRNA to induce the potent and specific silencing of genetic targets in target cells remains one of the greatest challenges in RNAi therapy.

Despite the promising advancement of siRNA therapeutics through the different stages of clinical development, there are persistent delivery challenges which need to be addressed. For example, most of the clinically translated systems deliver siRNA to the liver and tumors, where the fenestrated or discontinuous endothelium facilitates the passage and retention of macromolecular objects. Other tissues which do not display these characteristics are less accessible, and different tissues each pose particular challenges for delivery systems to overcome. Furthermore, considerable concern and attention must be given for improved bioavailability.
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